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Consumer Involvement for MRI studies in children aged 5-7 years old 

3 Tesla MRI in children 

We want to know what it was like for you in the scanner. We would like to know what it felt 

like and if it was uncomfortable or scary. 

Age:                            

Boy          Girl                       

Date of scan:                                                 

Please tick the answer  

1. How was the scan?  

                                                      

2. Did you feel dizzy in the scanner?                          

Yes                               No                                   

    

3. Was it too noisy?                                        

Yes                              No                     
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4. Was it too cold?                                                   

   Yes                               No  

 

5. Was it too hot?                                                   

 Yes                                No       

6. Were you frightened of being closed-in?           

Yes                               No 

 

 

7. Would you mind having another scan, say in a 1year? 

I don’t want one thanks                       I don’t mind having another                 

 

 

Thank you so much for helping us! 

Prof Cris Constantinescu            Dr William Whitehouse  Dr I-Jun Chou 

Professor Clinical Neurology            Paediatric Neurologist              Paediatric Neurologist   

University of Nottingham  
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Consumer Involvement for MRI studies in children aged 8-11 years old 

3 Tesla MRI in children 

We would really like your help to plan a research study. We are asking you as you have 

been in the scanner. We would like to know what it feels like and if it was uncomfortable or 

scary for you. 

If you can fill the questions, that will help us a lot. 

Age :                            

Boy          Girl                       

Date of scan:                                                 

Please tick the answer that you agree with most: 

1. Was it uncomfortable?  

Yes very      ;   Yes a little      ;   so-so        ;  No not really      ;    No not at all      

 

2. Did you feel dizzy during the exam? 

Yes very      ;    Yes a little      ;   so-so        ; No not really      ;    No not at all        

 

3. Was it noisy? 

Yes very       ;   Yes a little      ;  so-so        ; No not really      ;    No not at all        

 

4. Did you feel cold during the exam? 

 Yes very      ;   Yes a little      ;   so-so       ; No not really      ;   No not at all        

 

5. Did you feel warm (or hot) during the exam? 

 Yes very      ;   Yes a little      ;   so-so        ; No not really      ;    No not at all       
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6. Were you frightened of being closed-in during the scan? 

 Yes very        ;   Yes a little       ;   so-so       ;  No not really      ;  No not at all        

 

7. Did you feel that lying still inside the scanner was uncomfortable? 

Yes very       ;   Yes a little       ;   so-so       ; No not really       ; No not at all         

 

8. Did you feel a funny taste in your mouth in the scanner?  

Yes very         ;   Yes a little       ;    so-so       ; No not really       ; No not at all   

 

9. Did you feel any funny movements of your body or twitches in the scanner? 

Yes very        ;   Yes a little       ; so-so       ; No not really       ; No not at all         

 

10. How can we make the scan more comfortable? 

 

 

11. Would you be willing to another scan in the future, say in about 1 year? 

 Yes definitely      ;   Yes probably     ;  No probably not      ; No definitely not      ; Not sure 

 

If you would like us to contact you for further help in the future, please write your name and 

contact details here: 

 

 

 

Thank you so much for taking the time to look at this, and for helping us! 

Prof Cris Constantinescu            Dr William Whitehouse  Dr I-Jun Chou 

Professor Clinical Neurology            Paediatric Neurologist              Paediatric Neurologist   

University of Nottingham  
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Consumer Involvement for MRI studies in young people aged 12-17 years old 

3 Tesla MRI in children 

We would really like your help to plan a research study using MRI in children and young 

people. We are asking your advice as you have recently been in the 3T MRI scanner. We 

would like to know what it feels like and if it was uncomfortable or scary for you. 

If you can spare a few minutes to answer some questions, it would mean a lot to us.  

Your age:                 years              

Are you male       or female       ?                       

Date of scan:                                                 

Please tick the answer that you agree with most. 

1. Was having the MRI uncomfortable?  

Yes very      ;   Yes a little      ;   so-so       ;   No not really      ;    No not at all       

2. Did you feel dizzy in the MRI scanner? 

Yes very      ;   Yes a little      ;   so-so       ;   No not really      ;    No not at all       

3. Was the noise uncomfortable in the MRI scanner? 

Yes very      ;    Yes a little      ;   so-so      ;   No not really      ;    No not at all       

4. Did you feel cold in the MRI scanner? 

 Yes very      ;   Yes a little      ;   so-so      ;    No not really      ;   No not at all        

5. Did you feel warm (or hot) in the MRI scanner? 

 Yes very      ;   Yes a little      ;   so-so      ;    No not really      ;    No not at all       

6. Did you have claustrophobia: fear of being closed-in or being in a small space? 

 Yes very       ;   Yes a little      ;   so-so       ;  No not really      ;   No not at all        

7. Was having little contact with other people during the scan uncomfortable? 

Yes very        ;    Yes a little      ;   so-so      ;  No not really      ;  No not at all        

8. Was the time in the scanner too long?  

Yes very       ;   Yes a little       ;   so-so        ;  No not really      ;  No not at all         
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9. Did you feel lying still inside the scanner uncomfortable? 

Yes very       ;   Yes a little       ;    so-so       ; No not really       ;  No not at all           

10. Did you feel the position/padding inside the scanner uncomfortable? 

Yes very       ;   Yes a little       ;    so-so       ;  No not really       ; No not at all        

11. Did you feel any strange taste (or metallic taste) in your mouth during the scan?  

Yes very       ;   Yes a little       ;  so-so        ;    No not really       ;  No not at all        

12. Did your body do any strange movements or twitches during the scan? 

Yes very       ;   Yes a little       ;   so-so        ;   No not really       ; No not at all        

13. Would you be willing to have a scan again in the future, in about 1 year? 

 Yes definitely      ;   Yes probably     ;  No probably not      ; No definitely not      ; Not sure 

 

14. Do you think having a contrast agent (dye) injection in the arm to get more information 

from the MRI would put you or other young people off having a scan for medical research? 

Yes very much      ;   Yes a little      ;   No not really      ;   No not at all       ;    Not sure 

 

15. Do you think having a blood test would put you or other young people off agreeing to 

help with medical research into brain diseases? 

Yes very much      ;   Yes a little      ;   No not really      ;   No not at all       ;    Not sure 

16. Can you make any suggestions to make the MRI scanner more comfortable? 

 

If you would like us to contact you for more help in the future, please write your name and 

contact details here: 

 

 

Thank you so much for taking the time to look at this, and for helping us! 

Prof Cris Constantinescu            Dr William Whitehouse          Dr I-Jun Chou 

Professor Clinical Neurology            Paediatric Neurologist            Paediatric Neurologist      

University of Nottingham  
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Consumer Involvement for MRI studies in children and young people 

3 Tesla MRI in children 

We would really like your help to plan a research study using MRI in children and young 

people. We are asking your advice as your child has recently been in the 3T MRI scanner. 

We would like to know what it felt like and if it was uncomfortable or scary for them. 

If you can spare a few minutes to answer some questions, and help your child with their 

questionnaire, it would mean a lot to us.  

Your child’s age:                 years              

Are they male       or female       ?                       

Date of scan:                                                 

Please tick the answer that you agree with most. 

1. Was having the MRI uncomfortable for them?  

Yes very      ;   Yes a little      ;   so-so       ;   No not really      ;    No not at all       Don’t know 

 

2. Was the time in the scanner too long?  

Yes very much so       ;   Yes a little       ;   so-so      ;    No not really      ;  No not at all         

 

3. Did they complain of anything?    No       ;    Yes      Not sure 

 

4. What did they find uncomfortable? 

 

 

5. Were there any aspects they liked? 
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6. Would they be happy to have a scan again in the future, in about 1 year? 

 Yes definitely      ;   Yes probably     ;  No probably not      ; No definitely not      ; Not sure 

 

7. Do you think having a contrast agent (dye) injection in the arm to get more information 

from the MRI would put your child off having a scan for medical research? 

Yes very much so      ;   Yes a little      ;   No not really      ;   No not at all       ;    Not sure 

 

8. Do you think having a blood test would put your child off agreeing to help with medical 

research into brain diseases? 

Yes very much so      ;   Yes a little      ;   No not really      ;   No not at all       ;    Not sure 

 

9. Can you make any suggestions to make the MRI scanner more comfortable? 

 

 

10. Any other comments? 

 

 

If you would like us to contact you for more help in the future, please write your name and 

contact details here: 

 

 

 

 

Thank you so much for taking the time to look at this, and for helping us! 

Prof Cris Constantinescu            Dr William Whitehouse          Dr I-Jun Chou 

Professor Clinical Neurology            Paediatric Neurologist            Paediatric Neurologist      

University of Nottingham  
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Consumer Involvement for MRI studies in children and young people 

3 Tesla MRI in children 

We would really appreciate your help and advice about a study we are planning using the 3 

Tesla research MRI machine. We are asking your advice as you have been in this scanner 

and know what it’s like. We would like to know what it feels like and if it was uncomfortable 

or scary for you, and whether you think teenagers and primary school children will find it ok. 

If you can spare a few minutes to answer some questions, that would be great. If you 

cannot just now, that is ok too. We don’t need your name, but if you would like to be 

involved in this kind of consumer involvement in the future, please let us know and leave 

your name and contact details at the end of the questionnaire! 

Gender Male ☐Female ☐   ;    Age        

Please tick the answer that you agree with most. 

1. Was having the 3T MRI uncomfortable?  

Yes very ☐ ;  Yes a little   ☐   ;  No not really  ☐    ;   No not at all  ☐   ;  Not sure ☐ 

2. Did you feel dizzy during 3T MRI exam? 

Yes very ☐  ; Yes a little ☐  ; No not really  ☐    ;   No not at all  ☐  ;    Not sure ☐ 

3. Was the noise uncomfortable during the 3T MRI exam? 

Yes very ☐   ; Yes a little  ☐   ;  No not really ☐ ;  No not at all   ☐ ;   Not sure ☐ 

4. Did you feel cold during the 3T MRI exam? 

 Yes very ☐  ;   Yes a little ☐ ;   No not really ☐ ;   No not at all  ☐  ;    Not sure ☐ 

5. Did you feel warm during the 3T MRI exam? 

 Yes very ☐ ;   Yes a little☐;   No not really☐;    No not at all☐;    Not sure ☐ 

6. Did you have claustrophobia (i.e., an abnormal fear of being closed-in or being in a 

confined space) during the 3T MRI exam? 

 Yes very much so ☐   ; Yes a little  ☐  ;  No not really  ☐  ; No not at all  ☐ ;   Not sure☐ 

7. Did you have an ordinary MRI scan?  

Yes ☐  ;                       No  ☐ ;     

If No, please skip questions 8 and 9. 
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8. If yes, was 3T scanner more uncomfortable than the ordinary MRI scanner? 

Yes very much ☐  ;   Yes a little  ☐ ;    No not really  ☐ ;  No not at all  ☐ ;    

9. If yes, why was it more uncomfortable than the ordinary MRI scanner? 

It made you feel more (please tick one or more answers) 

Dizzy ☐  ;     noisy ☐  ;      cold ☐ ;    warm ☐  ;      claustrophobia (i.e., closed-in)  ☐;  

Other ☐   :                                                                                                                       .                                                   

 

10. Do you think teenagers 16 or 17 years old would feel ok in the 3T MRI scanner? 

Yes definitely  ☐ ;Yes probably ☐ ;No probably not ☐ ;No definitely not  ☐ ; Not sure ☐ 

11. Do you think teenagers 12 to 15 years old would feel ok in the 3T MRI scanner? 

 Yes definitely☐  ; Yes probably ☐ ;No probably not ☐ ; No definitely not ☐ ; Not sure ☐ 

12. Do you think children 10 or 11 years old would feel ok in the 3T MRI scanner? 

 Yes definitely ☐ ; Yes probably☐; No probably not ☐ ;No definitely not☐;Not sure☐ 

13. Do you think children 8 or 9 years old would feel ok in the 3T MRI scanner? 

 Yes definitely ☐  ; Yes probably☐;No probably not  ☐;No definitely not  ☐ ; Not sure☐ 

14. Can you make any suggestions to make the 3T scanner more comfortable for children? 

 

15. Have you any other comments about the 3T scanner? 

 

16. Do you think having a blood test would put the patient and family off volunteering for a 

research study into brain demyelination disease? 

Yes very much ☐ ;   Yes a little ☐ ; No not really ☐ ;  No not at all ☐  ; Not sure ☐ 

Thank you so much for taking the time to look at this, and for helping us! 

Prof Cris Constantinescu  Dr William Whitehouse  Dr I-Jun Chou 

Professor Clinical Neurology Paediatric Neurologist  Paediatric Neurologist   

University of Nottingham  
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Consumer Involvement for MRI studies in children and young people 

7 Tesla MRI in children 

We would really appreciate your help and advice about a study we are planning using the 7 

Tesla research MRI machine. We are asking your advice as you have been in this scanner 

and know what it’s like. We would like to know what it feels like and if it was uncomfortable 

or scary for you, and whether you think teenagers and primary school children will find it ok. 

If you can spare a few minutes to answer some questions, that would be great. If you 

cannot just now, that is ok too. We don’t need your name, but if you would like to be 

involved in this kind of consumer involvement in the future, please let us know and leave 

your name and contact details at the end of the questionnaire! 

Gender Male ☐Female ☐   ;    Age        

Please tick the answer that you agree with most. 

1. Was having the 7T MRI uncomfortable?  

Yes very ☐ ;    Yes a little☐ ;  No not really ☐ ;    No not at all ☐ ;    Not sure  ☐ 

2. Did you feel dizzy during 7T MRI exam? 

Yes very ☐ ;    Yes a little  ☐  ; No not really☐;   No not at all☐;    Not sure ☐ 

3. Was the noise uncomfortable during the 7T MRI exam? 

Yes very☐;   Yes a little ☐ ;   No not really☐;  No not at all  ☐  ;   Not sure ☐ 

4. Did you feel cold during the 7T MRI exam? 

 Yes very ☐ ;  Yes a little ☐  ;  No not really ☐ ;   No not at all  ☐  ;    Not sure ☐ 

5. Did you feel warm during the 7T MRI exam? 

 Yes very ☐ ;   Yes a little  ☐ ;   No not really  ☐ ;    No not at all  ☐  ;    Not sure ☐ 

6. Did you have claustrophobia (i.e., an abnormal fear of being closed-in or being in a 

confined space) during the 7T MRI exam? 

Yes very much so ☐ ; Yes a little ☐  ; No not really  ☐;  No not at all  ☐ ; Not sure ☐ 

7. Did you ever have an ordinary MRI scan?  

Yes   ☐  ;                       No   ☐  ;     

If No, please skip questions 8 and 9. 
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8. If yes, was 7T scanner more uncomfortable than the ordinary MRI scanner? 

Yes very much  ☐ ;   Yes a little ☐ ;    No not really ☐   ;  No not at all  ☐ ;    

9. If yes, why was it more uncomfortable than the ordinary MRI scanner? 

Did it make you feel more (please tick one or more answers) 

Dizzy  ☐ ;     noisy ☐ ;      cold  ☐;    warm☐ ;      claustrophobia (i.e., closed-in)  ☐;  

Other ☐  :                                                                                                                       .                                                   

 

10. Do you think teenagers 16 or 17 years old would feel ok in the 7T MRI scanner? 

 Yes definitely ☐ ; Yes probably ☐ ; No probably not  ☐ ;No definitely not  ☐ ;Not sure☐ 

11. Do you think teenagers 12 to 15 years old would feel ok in the 7T MRI scanner? 

 Yes definitely ☐ ; Yes probably ☐ ; No probably not ☐ ; No definitely not  ☐; Not sure☐ 

12. Do you think children 10 or 11 years old would feel ok in the 7T MRI scanner? 

 Yes definitely ☐ ;  Yes probably ☐ ;  No probably not  ☐; No definitely not☐; Not sure☐ 

13. Do you think children 8 or 9 years old would feel ok in the 7T MRI scanner? 

 Yes definitely ☐ ; Yes probably☐ ; No probably not ☐ ; No definitely not ☐ ;Not sure ☐ 

14. Can you make any suggestions to make the 7T scanner more comfortable for children? 

 

15. Have you any other comments about the 7T scanner? 

 

16. Do you think having a blood test would put the patient and family off volunteering for a 

research study into brain demyelination disease? 

Yes very much☐   ; Yes a little ☐ ;   No not really ☐ ;   No not at all ☐ ;    Not sure☐ 

Thank you so much for taking the time to look at this, and for helping us! 

Prof Cris Constantinescu  Dr William Whitehouse  Dr I-Jun Chou 

Professor Clinical Neurology Paediatric Neurologist  Paediatric Neurologist   

University of Nottingham  

 


